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Synchronization of coupled oscillators is a fundamental process in both natural and artificial networks. While
much work has investigated the asymptotic stability of the synchronous solution, the fundamental question of
the efficiency of the synchronization dynamics has received far less attention. Here we address this question in
terms of both coupling efficiency and energy efficiency. We use our understanding of the transient dynamics
towards synchronization to design a coupling-efficient and energy-efficient synchronization strategy, which
varies the coupling strength dynamically, instead of using the same coupling strength at all times. Our
proposed synchronization strategy is able in both simulation and in experiments to synchronize networks by
using an average coupling strength that is significantly lower (and, when there is an upper bound on the
coupling strength, significantly higher) than what is needed for the case of constant coupling. In either case,
the improvement can be of orders of magnitude. In order to characterize the effects of the network topology
on the transient dynamics towards synchronization, we propose the concept of network syncreactivity. This
is distinct from the previously introduced network synchronizability, which describes the ability of a network
to synchronize asymptotically. We classify real-world examples of complex networks in terms of both their
synchronizability and syncreactivity.

The synchronization of networks of coupled oscillators
has been the subject of intensive investigation1–17. Com-
pared to the analysis of stability of the synchronous so-
lution, the question of the efficiency of the synchroniza-
tion dynamics has received less attention18–23.However,
all biological and technological systems must operate ef-
ficiently. In addition, these systems do not typically
communicate at all times but often interact in a state-
dependent fashion. For example, neurons in the brain
transmit signals to other neurons after they ‘fire’24, and
similar activation mechanisms have been found to de-
scribe interactions among fireflies synchronizing their
flashing25,26 and the way pacemaker cells in the heart
affect surrounding cells via short action potentials sep-
arated by long depolarization bouts27,28. We show here
how coupling-efficiency and energy-efficiency of the syn-
chronization dynamics can be achieved by a strategy
which uses coupling only when needed, where the cou-
pling strength is varied based on the specific regions of
the attractor on which the synchronous solution evolves.
In particular, we identify a property, the transverse reac-
tivity of different points on the attractor, based on which
we adjust the coupling strength.

An important characterization of the transient dynam-
ics of a system is given by the reactivity29–40, which mea-
sures the instantaneous rate of growth or decay of the
norm of the state vector. The reactivity can be thought
of as an ‘instantaneous’ finite time Lyapunov exponent41.
However, the impact of the reactivity on the synchroniza-
tion dynamics of complex networks of coupled oscillators
is poorly understood. Indeed, while References34,38 stud-
ied the effects of the reactivity on the stability of equilib-
rium points in networks of coupled dynamical systems,
there has been no characterization of the reactivity for
the general case of synchronization dynamics, in which

all oscillators converge to a synchronous trajectory that
evolves in time. In this work, we develop a general ap-
proach to evaluate the transverse reactivity that can be
applied to a broad variety of systems, and we introduce
the ‘syncreactivity’ as an index of the reactivity of the
synchronous solution that relates solely to the network
topology.
Fundamental work1–4 has characterized asymptotic

stability of the synchronous solution in terms of the
largest transverse Lyapunov exponent, which defines the
asymptotic rate of growth or decay of perturbations
transverse to the synchronous solution. For a given choice
of oscillator and coupling function, the master stabil-
ity function (MSF)3 identifies intervals of the coupling
strength within which the synchronous solution is asymp-
totically stable for a given network topology. A surpris-
ing outcome of our work is that by adjusting the cou-
pling strength according to the instantaneous transverse
reactivity, we achieve synchronization, both numerically
and experimentally, over intervals of the average coupling
strength that are significantly broader than those pre-
dicted by the MSF analysis for constant coupling3. In
particular, we show that we can significantly lower the
minimum coupling strength needed for synchronization
and, consequently, the energy expenditure required for
synchronization. In both natural and artificial networks,
this has important benefits in terms of the actuators that
can be used to achieve synchronization, as these are typ-
ically limited in the duration and overall intensity of the
coupling that they can exert.
Overall, we find that combining transient information

provided by the transverse reactivity with traditional
asymptotic stability analysis provides an exhaustive char-
acterization of the synchronization dynamics in complex
networks. As we will show, our work has broad appli-
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cations which include linear consensus39,42–45, nonlinear
control of networked systems46–49, and the control of ex-
treme events and dragon kings in noisy systems50.

I. TRANSIENT SYNCHRONIZATION DYNAMICS AND
TRANSVERSE REACTIVITY

We consider networks of diffusively coupled homoge-
neous oscillators. The network is described by the ad-
jacency matrix A = [Aij ], where Aij ≥ 0 measures the
strength of the directed coupling from node j to node
i.The equations that describe the network dynamics are

ẋxxi(t) = FFF (xxxi(t)) + σ

N∑
j=1

LijHxxxj(t), i = 1, . . . , N, (1)

where xxxi is the n-dimensional state of node/oscillator i.
The individual oscillator dynamics is given by FFF (xxxi(t)),
and the node-to-node coupling interaction is described
by the symmetric and positive semidefinite matrix H.
The more general case that the node-to-node coupling
function is nonlinear is studied in Supplementary Note
1. The Laplacian matrix is denoted by L = [Lij ] where
Lij = Aij − δij

∑
j Aij , and δij is the Kronecker delta.

By construction,
∑N

j Lij = 0,∀i. The scalar σ ≥ 0 is the
coupling strength. We proceed under the assumption
(which is required for the stability of the synchronous
solution) that the network has a directed spanning tree51.
Then, the Laplacian matrix has the set of eigenvalues
{λi}, of which λ1 = 0 and all the others have negative
real parts. Moreover, λ̄1 > λ̄2 ≥ ... ≥ λ̄N , where the bar
notation indicates real part.

Equation (1) admits the synchronous solution xxx1(t) =
xxx2(t) = ... = xxxN (t) = sss(t),

ṡss(t) = FFF (sss(t)), (2)

which is independent of the coupling strength σ, the
Laplacian matrix L and the node-to-node coupling ma-
trix H. We call A the attractor on which the dynamics
(2) converges.

The transverse reactivity measures the instantaneous
rate of growth or decay of the norm of the state vector
of desynchronizing perturbations, and can be thought of
as an ‘instantaneous’ finite-time Lyapunov exponent41.
This relation to finite-time Lyapunov exponents is ex-
plained in detail in Supplementary Note 2.

Figure 1 illustrates the concept of transverse reactivity.
Panel A shows how the transverse reactivity affects the
transient dynamics towards synchronization when syn-
chronization is asymptotically stable. For a given system
and set of initial conditions, a non-reactive coupling re-
sults in a direct convergence to the synchronous state,
while a reactive coupling results in an initial increase
in the separation between trajectories before an even-
tual settling down to the synchronous state in the long
term. Panel B presents two unweighted network topolo-
gies, one of which is more ‘reactive’ than the other. We

consider a network of Lorenz oscillators and color the
attractor lavender (green) to indicate points for which
the synchronous dynamics are reactive (non-reactive). It
is noteworthy that the reactive part of the attractor is
larger for the more reactive network than it is for the
less reactive one. We compare the time evolutions of the
two networks starting from the same initial condition,
which has different reactivities for the different network
topologies. We plot the distance from the synchronous
state ∥δX̄XX(t)∥ as a function of time. Although both net-
works eventually achieve synchronization, we see large
peaks in the transient time evolution in the case of the
more reactive network, while these are not seen in the
case of the less-reactive topology. Supplementary Note
3 provides further illustrations of the effects of reactivity
on synchronization dynamics by showing how either the
choice of the initial conditions or of the network topology
affects the occurrence of initial surges in the norm of the
motion transverse to the synchronization manifold.

We now provide a precise definition of the transverse
reactivity of a point on the attractor. The transverse re-
activity of the perturbations about xxxs on the synchronous
solution is given by

r(xxxs) = e1

(
DDDFFF (xxxs) +DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)

2
+ σξH

)
, (3)

where DDDFFF (xxxs) is the Jacobian of FFF at xxxs and the quan-
tity,

ξ = e1

(
V ⊤L+ L⊤

2
V

)
(4)

is often referred to as the algebraic connectivity of di-
rected graphs51, as a generalization of the classical con-
cept of algebraic connectivity for undirected graphs52.
The matrix V ∈ RN×N−1 is an orthonormal basis for the
null subspace of [1 1 . . . 1] ∈ R1×N , i.e., the matrix V is
any matrix with normal columns that are orthogonal to
[1 1 . . . 1]⊤ ∈ RN and to each other. See Methods VA
for detailed derivations.

The mapping that associates to each point xxxs of the
attractor A its transverse reactivity r(xxxs), defines the
reactive characterization of the attractor C(A). A suffi-
cient condition for ξ = λ̄2 is that the Laplacian matrix L
is normal. It also follows that for all undirected networks,
ξ = λ2.

Supplementary Note 4 presents upper and lower
bounds for ξ. In particular, we prove that ξ ≤ 0 for
minimally reactive networks39, i.e., a class of networks
for which the largest eigenvalue of the symmetric part
of the Laplacian is zero. These networks, also known as
balanced networks, are such that the in-degree and the
out-degrees of each node is the same. Having a negative
ξ implies that when the coupling strength is increased,
the transverse reactivity of the points on the attractor
either decreases or remains constant.
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FIG. 1: Schematic summarizing the work of this paper. Panel A illustrates the effects of reactivity on the
transient dynamics towards synchronization. Panel B presents two unweighted network topologies one of which
(Network II) is more ‘reactive’ than the other one (Network I) and demonstrates the effect of the particular choice of
the initial condition and of the network topology on the transient synchronization dynamics. For the example
shown, we see the occurrence of jumps in the transverse motion to the synchronization manifold for the more
reactive network II (evolution in red), but not for network I (evolution in blue).

II. EFFICIENT SYNCHRONIZATION DYNAMICS

A. Reactivity-based coupling scheme

Our goal is to design a synchronization strategy that
is coupling-efficient and energy-efficient; i.e., it requires
lower coupling strength on average and lower synchro-
nization energy in comparison to the case of constant
coupling. To this end, we find that a simple modifica-
tion to Eq. (1), in which the constant coupling strength σ
is replaced by a time varying one σ(t), can be extremely
beneficial,

ẋxxi(t) = FFF (xxxi(t)) + σ(t)

N∑
j=1

LijHxxxj(t), i = 1, . . . , N.

(5)

We call uuui(t) = σ(t)
∑N

j=1 LijHxxxj(t) the synchroniza-

tion input affecting node i in Eq. (5) and

E =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1

tf − t0

∫ tf

t0

∥uuui(t)∥2dt (6)

the synchronization energy, corresponding to a given
choice of the coupling strength σ(t) over the time in-
terval [t0, tf ], where t0 and tf > t0 are some preassigned
times. Here, ∥ · ∥2 is the 2-norm.
Our work applies to both cases that the MSF is neg-

ative in an unbounded range or bounded range of its
argument2. When the range is unbounded (often referred
to as Class II of the MSF), as we increase σ from zero,
there is only one transition from asynchrony to synchrony
(A → S) at the critical value σA→S . When the range is
bounded (Class III of the MSF), as we increase σ from
zero, first there is a transition from asynchrony to syn-
chrony (A → S) at the critical value σA→S followed by

another transition from synchrony to asynchrony (S →
A) at the critical value σS→A > σA→S .
First, we consider the case of a transition from asyn-

chrony to synchrony (A → S transition), for which the
condition for stability of the synchronous solution is that
σ > σA→S (the latter is a function of λ2). We proceed
under the assumption that for a given choice of FFF , H,
L, and constant coupling strength σ̄ < σA→S , the cou-
pled oscillators in Eq. (5) will not synchronize. We aim
to find a time-varying coupling strength σ(t) such that

a) the average coupling strength is 1/T
∫ T

0
σ(t)dt = σ̄,

where T is the total time, and b) the coupled dynamical
systems in Eq. (5) synchronize. We propose the follow-
ing simple strategy which we call ‘coupling when needed’
(CWN),

σ(t) =


σ̄
1− γ(1− τ)

τ
, r(x̄xx(t)) > β

σ̄γ, r(x̄xx(t)) ≤ β

(7)

where γ and β are tunable parameters such that 0 ≤ γ ≤
1 and βmin < β < βmax. The average solution at time

t is x̄xx(t) = 1
N

∑N
i=1 xxxi(t), and βmin = minxxxs∈A r(xxxs) and

βmax = maxxxxs∈A r(xxxs). The transverse reactivity r(x̄xx(t))
is evaluated at x̄xx(t) using Eq. (3) with σ = σ̄. Here,
the parameter 0 < τ < 1 is the fraction of the times
when r(x̄xx(t)) > β and is implicitly a function of β. A
good approximation for τ may be calculated beforehand
using a long enough pre-recorded synchronous solution

sss(t), Eq. (2), as τ = 1/2 + 1/2
〈
sign

(
r(sss(t))− β

)〉
t
. As

long as the initial conditions of the connected systems
are close to the synchronous solution, the above approx-
imation of τ is sufficiently close to the actual probability
that r(x̄xx(t)) > β.
If γ = 1, then σ(t) = σ̄, ∀t, so the time-varying

coupling strategy simplifies to the constant coupling. If
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γ = 0, the CWN strategy becomes on-off, similar to the
work of Refs.8,53–56. A comparison between our work and
these references is found in Supplementary Note 5, which
shows a strong advantage of our CWN approach.

We now discuss the other case of a transition from
synchrony to asynchrony (S → A transition), for which
the condition for stability of the synchronous solution
is that σ < σS→A (the latter is a function of λN ). We
consider that σ̄ is greater than the critical coupling σS→A

predicted by the MSF analysis. Hence, the system of our
interest in Eq. (5) will not synchronize if σ(t) = σ̄. Our
CWN strategy for the case of an S → A transition is,

σ(t) =


σ̄α, r(x̄xx(t)) > β

σ̄
1− τα

1− τ
, r(x̄xx(t)) ≤ β

(8)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and βmin < β < βmax are tunable pa-
rameters. See Methods VB for detailed derivations of the
CWN strategies for both A → S and S → A transitions.
Supplementary Note 6 shows how this framework can

be applied to linear consensus dynamics.
We note here that in the presence of noise or small

parametric mismatches, approximate synchronization of
the set of Eqs. (1) is still possible, but large desynchro-
nization bursts known as bubbles may occur57. While
linear stability analysis does not predict these bubbles,
we show in Supplementary Note 7 that the transverse
reactivity is able to explain them and that they can be
eliminated using our coupling scheme.

B. Examples

We show the effectiveness of the CWN coupling laws in
Eqs. (7) and (8) through examples with coupled Lorenz
oscillators and Rössler oscillators. Other examples of dif-
ferent local dynamics such as the Hindmarsh-Rose neu-
ron model, the FitzHugh-Nagumo neuron model, and the
forced Van der Pol oscillator are presented in Supplemen-
tary Note 8.

We define the synchronization error,

E =

〈
1

N

N∑
i=1

∥(xxxi(t)− x̄xx(t))∥

〉
t

. (9)

Here, < · >t returns the average over the time interval
t ∈ [0.9T T ], and we set T = 2000 s. The initial con-
ditions for the oscillators are chosen randomly in a small
neighborhood of the synchronous solution. For the de-
tails of the dynamical function, coupling matrices, and
the Laplacian matrix of this example, see Methods VC.

Figure 2 shows the synchronization error for the oscil-
lators when the coupling strategy in Eq. (5) is

1. constant coupling σ(t) = σ̄

2. time-varying coupling σ(t) in either Eqs. (7) or (8).

In the case of an A → S transition (S → A transition),
σ = σ(t) from Eq. (7) (Eq. (8)) is used. Figure 2 (a)
shows the synchronization error E as the average cou-
pling strength σ̄ is varied for a network of Lorenz os-
cillators. Here, we set γ = 0.16 and β = 0.5 in Eq. (7).
The time-varying coupling strategy σ(t) successfully syn-
chronizes the network with σ̄ = 0.75 while the constant
coupling strategy requires at least σ̄ = 1.12. This cor-
responds to a 33% reduction of the critical average cou-
pling. The lower panel of Fig. 2 (a) also shows that our
proposed strategy corresponds to a substantial reduction
in energy expenditure compared to the constant coupling
strength case. We conclude that our proposed strategy
is capable of achieving both i) a reduction in the average
coupling strength σ̄ and ii) a reduction in the synchro-
nization energy E . See Supplementary Note 9 for an in-
depth discussion on the energy efficiency of the strategy
and how this scales with the average coupling strength σ̄
for the case of connected Lorenz oscillators.
We now consider the case of Rössler oscillators coupled

in the x variable and study separately the two transitions
that are seen as the coupling strength is increased: the
A → S transition followed by the S → A transition. In
the case of the A → S transition, we set β = 0.2 and
γ = 0.01 in Eq. (7) and in the case of the S → A tran-
sition, we set β = 0.2 and α = 0.01 in Eq. (8). Figure
2 (b) (top) demonstrates a decrease of about 70% of the
critical average coupling when the time-varying coupling
strategy is implemented for the A → S transition and an
increase of about 70% of the critical average coupling for
the S → A transition. Figure 2 (b) (bottom) shows that
by the use of time-varying coupling, the synchronization
energy E is also reduced in comparison to constant cou-
pling, which is seen over the entire range of σ̄ plotted in
the figure. We thus conclude that the time-varying cou-
pling strategies in Eq. (7) and (8) can be implemented
successfully to significantly expand the range of the cou-
pling strength in which the network synchronizes and to
also reduce the synchronization energy E .
We now study the effects of varying the two parameters

β and γ in the synchronization strategy of Eq. (7) for
the same system of coupled Lorenz oscillators studied in
Fig. 2(a). The local dynamics FFF and the coupling matrix
H are the same as in Eq. (24). The MSF threshold for
synchronization is σA→S λ̄2 ≈ −2.3 as reported in6. Here,
we wish to see how much smaller we can make σ̄λ̄2 than
the MSF threshold and still observe synchronization. To
this end, we vary γ and β in Eq. (7) and find the smallest

% MSF threshold A → S = 100
σA→S

σ̄
.

Figure 3 shows the % MSF threshold A → S as γ and β
are varied for the network with the Laplacian in (26) We
see that the switching law in Eq. (7) can successfully syn-
chronize the system for an average value of the coupling
as low as 1% of the critical coupling strength correspond-
ing to the MSF threshold.
In Supplementary Note 10, we design a time-varying
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FIG. 2: The synchronization error E (top) and the synchronization energy E (bottom) versus the
average coupling strength σ̄. Panel (a) shows the case of Lorenz systems. The parameters in Eq. (7) for σ = σ(t)
β = 0.5 and γ = 0.16. Panel (b) shows the case of Rössler oscillators. The parameters for σ = σ(t) in Eqs. (7) and
(8) are β = 0.2 and γ = α = 0.01. For 0 ≤ σ̄ < 0.3, we use Eq. (7), and for 0.3 ≤ σ̄ ≤ 3, we use Eq. (8). The data for
both panels are averaged over 20 realizations initiated from randomly chosen initial conditions. The shaded
backgrounds show the standard deviation of the plotted data.

coupling strategy, similar to the one in Eq. (8), for the
case of an S → A transition. This strategy is applied to
a network of coupled Lorenz oscillators and it is shown
that the % MSF threshold for an S → A transition can
be increased up to five folds (530 %). This significant
increase in the upper bound on σ̄ demonstrates the ef-
fectiveness of the time-varying coupling strength in the
case of an S → A transition.
As a final numerical example, we demonstrate that the

synchronization scheme presented in Ref.50 for the con-
trol of extreme events called dragon kings is a special
case of our reactivity-based coupling scheme in Supple-
mentary Note 7.

C. Application to networks of opto-electronic oscillators

We have demonstrated the efficacy of our time-varying
coupling scheme in numerical simulations; however, net-
works in the real world are composed of non-identical
oscillators and are subject to noise. Additionally, our
coupling scheme relies on a model, which is bound to be
imperfect. In this section, we test our reactivity-based
coupling scheme on a network of two bi-directionally cou-
pled, chaotic opto-electronic oscillators, and we find that
our coupling scheme is robust in an experimental net-
work.

The type of opto-electronic oscillator used here consists
of a nonlinear, time-delayed feedback loop. These types
of opto-electronic oscillators have found applications in
areas such as communications58, microwave waveform

FIG. 3: Effect of the parameter settings on the
performance of the control strategy in Eq. (7). %
MSF threshold as the parameters γ and β in Eq. (7) are
varied. The Laplacian matrix of the network topology is
given in Eq. (26).

generation59,60, and photonic machine learning61. A re-
view of these devices can be found in Ref.62.

A complete description of the opto-electronic oscillator
experimental setup and coupling scheme is provided in
Supplementary Note 11. A model for the dynamics of our
opto-electronic network has been developed in previous
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FIG. 4: Demonstration of reactivity-based
coupling scheme on experimental network of two
coupled opto-electronic oscillators. The
synchronization error E is plotted against the average
coupling strength σ̄ for the transitions (a) from
asynchrony to synchrony and (b) synchrony to
asynchrony. The blue (red) red curves show the
constant (time-varying) coupling strategies. The
shading shows the standard deviation.

work63:

T
d

dt
xi(t) = −x(t) + βfb cos

2(xi(t− τD) + ϕ0)

+σ(t)

2∑
j=1

Lij cos
2(xj(t− τD) + ϕ0),

(10)

where T is the low pass filter characteristic time, βfb

is the round trip gain, σ is the coupling strength, L
is the Laplacian coupling matrix, and ϕ0 = π/4. In
this work, Lij = 1 for i ̸= j and Lij = −1 for i = j.
While opto-electronic oscillators can display a wide va-
riety of dynamics62,63, we tune our opto-electronic os-
cillators such that an uncoupled oscillator displays high
dimensional chaotic dynamics by selecting βfb = 4.0,
τ = 500µs, and T = 15.9µs.
First, to establish a baseline, we keep the coupling

strength constant σ = σ̄ and record the voltage applied
to the modulator for each oscillator. The synchroniza-
tion error between the two oscillators is shown in blue in
Fig. 4. Next, we implement the time-varying coupling
scheme described in Sec. II A with β = 0.34, which was
determined via numerical simulations of the model Eq.
(10). Although Eq. (10) is not in the standard form
as Eq. (1), the dynamics of the transverse perturbation
is very similar to Eq. (15) (see Supplementary Note 11).
The synchronization error with the time-varying coupling

scheme is shown in red in Fig. 4. In both cases, the scans
over σ̄ were performed ten times, and the shaded back-
ground shows the standard deviation of the measured
synchronization errors. One can see that the minimum σ̄
for A → S is reduced from 0.9 to 0.7 and the maximum
σ̄ for S → A is increased from 3.2 to 3.5. The results
of the energy efficiency are presented in Supplementary
Note 11.
We note that the computation of the reactivity relies

on the model (Eq. 10) and assumes that the oscillators
are identical. These experimental results conclusively
demonstrate that the time-varying coupling schemes pre-
sented in Sec. II A are robust to the imperfect model pa-
rameter estimations, non-identical oscillators, and noise
that are inherently present in this experiment and in all
real-world applications, and that our coupling strategy
can be successfully applied to time-delayed systems.

III. NETWORK SYNCREACTIVITY

An important question is how the particular choice of
the network topology affects the reactive characterization
of the attractor and what we have discussed so far. We
proceed under the assumption that the particular choice
of FFF and H corresponds to a master stability function
that is negative in an unbounded range of its argument.
The other case in which the range is bounded is discussed
in Supplementary Note 12. We now want to compare two
different network typologies in terms of the transverse
reactivity r(xxxs) and worst-case probability µ. Both these
quantities depend on p = σξ. However, for a proper
comparison, it is required to pick σ, such that the long-
term stability is the same for both networks. Given two
network topologies, with Laplacian matrices L1 and L2,
we fix the coupling strength for each Laplacian matrix
such that the long-term stability is the same, that is,
σ1λ̄

1
2 = σ2λ̄

2
2 = a < 0, where λ̄1

2 and λ̄2
2 are the real

part of the second eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrices
L1 and L2, respectively. Now, we would like to see if
σ1ξ1/σ2ξ2 is less, equal, or larger than 1 where ξ1 (ξ2)
is the algebraic connectivity of the Laplacian matrix L1

(L2), respectively. From Property (ii) for r(xxxs) and the
characterization of µ, we know that r(xxxs) and µ are non-
decreasing functions of σξ. Hence, they are higher for the
Laplacian matrix L1 than for the Laplacian matrix L2 if
σ1ξ1 > σ2ξ2, or equivalently if the following condition is
satisfied, ξ1/λ̄

1
2 < ξ2/λ̄

2
2. We thus introduce the network

syncreactivity index,

Ξ =
ξ

λ̄2
, (11)

Ξ ≤ 1 (see Property (i)), and note this is purely a topo-
logical measure of the network structureand reflects how
reactive that network topology is. If a network is con-
nected and normal, then ξ = λ̄2 and Ξ = 1. We em-
phasize that the network syncreactivity Ξ is a single pa-
rameter of the network topology which is responsible for
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increasing/decreasing the reactive characterization of the
attractor C(A). In particular, if for two networks A and
B, ΞA < ΞB , then rA(xxxs) ≥ rB(xxxs) for all xxxs ∈ A.

A. The syncreactivity of real networks

Since the syncreactivity Ξ is a parameter that solely
depends on the structure of a network, it is meaningful
to study how this varies among different real networks
from available data sets. In what follows, for each net-
work we take the largest strongly connected component
(LSCC) and evaluate Ξ for its LSCC. Taking the LSCC
of a network ensures that λ̄2 ̸= 0 which guarantees syn-
chronizability.

Figure 5 (A) plots the syncreactivity Ξ of networks
from different domains versus the network size N . We
see that on average, neural, trade, biological, and genet-
ics networks are less reactive than social, metabolic, and
file-sharing (Gnutella) networks. We also see that most
of the more reactive networks have a larger number of
nodes. Figure 5 (B) is a plot of the syncreactivity Ξ vs.
the density, defined as the number of directed links in
the network divided by N2, for the same set of real net-
works in Fig. 5 (A). We see that the density correlates
well with the syncreactivity, i.e., sparser (denser) net-
works have lower (higher) syncreactivity Ξ. Figure 5 (C)
is a plot of the syncreactivity Ξ vs. the synchronizabil-
ity index −λ̄2 (the larger −λ̄2, the more synchronizable
the network) for the same set of real networks in Fig. 5
(A). Networks that are in the top right corner of the plot
(e.g., neural) are more synchronizable and less reactive
than those in the bottom left corner (e.g., metabolic) and
therefore they are more prone to synchronization both
transiently and asymptotically. This is consistent with a
conjecture that synchronization has been an evolutionary
relevant principle in the formation of neural networks,
but not in the formation of social, metabolic, and file-
sharing networks64.

In Supplementary Note 13 we have also plotted Ξ vs
other measures of synchronizability for directed networks
such as the real-part eigenratio λ̄2/λ̄N and the max-
imum imaginary part I among all eigenvalues of the
Laplacian2,4. Further information on the real networks
considered can be found in the table in Supplementary
Note 14.

To conclude, our analysis points out that there are at
least two different purely topological indices of the ability
of a network to synchronize: the synchronizability, char-
acterizing the asymptotic synchronization dynamics, and
the syncreactivity, characterizing the transient synchro-
nization dynamics. We argue here that when comparing
different networks topologies in terms of their ability to
synchronize, both indices should be taken into account.
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FIG. 5: Real-world examples of complex
networks. The syncreactivity Ξ vs (A) the size of the
networks N , (B) the density, and (C) the negative of the
real part of the second Laplacian eigenvalue −λ̄2 for a
collection of real-world networks from different domains.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Synchronization is a fundamental physical phe-
nomenon that occurs in networks of coupled technological
and biological systems. Much previous work has focused
on the asymptotic stability of the synchronous solution,
while this paper investigates the transient dynamics and
explores the important question of the efficiency of the
synchronization dynamics. By combining transient and
asymptotic considerations, we achieve an exaustive char-
acterization of the synchronization dynamics of complex
networks. This work advances the area of studies on syn-
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chronization of networks in more than one direction, as
discussed below.

CWN synchronization strategy. All oscillating systems
move through regions of phase space that are different
from one another: for example, in certain parts of an os-
cillation, synchronization may be possible for very little
coupling or even for no coupling, while other parts may
require strong coupling. While the Lyapunov exponents
provide average asymptotic measures of stability for a
given attractor, they fail at describing transient dynam-
ical behavior. Our work supersedes the Lyapunov expo-
nents analysis by considering a characterization of the
reactivity of different regions of the synchronous attrac-
tor. This provides the motivation for exploring new syn-
chronization strategies for which the coupling strength
is properly adjusted to different parts of oscillations (re-
gions of the synchronous attractor.) Our main result in
this paper is the formulation of a synchronization strat-
egy for networks of coupled oscillators that uses coupling
only when needed: e.g., for the case that synchroniza-
tion requires a large enough coupling strength (A →
S transition), the coupling is increased when the trans-
verse reactivity is large, and it is reduced otherwise. We
showed successful application of this strategy in simu-
lations and experiments, and for a variety of different
oscillators, including Lorenz, Rössler, the forced Van der
Pol, the Hindmarsh-Rose neuron model, the FitzHugh-
Nagumo neuron model, and an opto-electronic oscillator
experiment, and for different choices of the node-to-node
coupling functions. We also showed that CWN provides
a rigorous, general foundation for the control of extreme
events such as dragon kings, which has previously been
thought impossible50.

Efficiency of the synchronization dynamics. A large
part of the literature has focused on the conditions to en-
sure stability of the synchronized state, while the impor-
tant issue of the efficiency of the synchronization dynam-
ics has so far received less attention. We investigate the
issues of coupling-efficiency and energy-efficiency, which
are relevant to both the biological world and technologi-
cal applications. We propose a synchronization strategy
which achieves efficiency by only using coupling when
needed. This has immediate benefits in terms of the ac-
tuators that can be used to achieve and maintain syn-
chrony. In fact, both technological and biological sys-
tems are limited in the duration and overall intensity of
the forces that they can exert and benefit from lower en-
ergy expenditures. Given the strong advantages we have
observed in terms of both average coupling and energy
expenditure, it appears likely that coupling and energy-
efficient synchronization strategies, similar to the ones
we have proposed, may be implemented in the biological
world. An example might be that of neuronal short term
plasticity, resulting in synaptic enhancement or depres-
sion over time scales that are comparable with those of
a neuron oscillation.

Enabling Synchronization. Another motivation for this
study is the observation that in several practical appli-

cations, the type of oscillators, the specific choice of the
node-to-node coupling function and of the network topol-
ogy cannot be changed. Hence, it is meaningful to de-
velop strategies to enable synchronization when it would
not occur for a given type of oscillators, network topol-
ogy, and node-to-node coupling. The MSF approach
provides necessary and sufficient conditions for stability
of the synchronous state, which makes synchronization
outside the intervals predicted by the theory impossi-
ble. Here we overcome this limitation by means of a
simple synchronization strategy that uses a state depen-
dent coupling strength in place of a constant one. Our
proposed synchronization strategy is exceptionally suc-
cessful at synchronizing networks of coupled oscillators.
By using this strategy we were able to show a significant
enlargement of the range of the average coupling strength
over which synchronization arises. In particular, in the
case of an A → S transition (S → A transition) we could
significantly reduce (increase) the critical value of the av-
erage coupling strength over which synchronization could
be established, sometimes by orders of magnitude. For
example, in networks of Lorenz oscillators coupled in the
second state variable, we achieved synchrony for an av-
erage value of the coupling strength as low as 1% of the
critical coupling strength predicted by the MSF analysis.

Network Syncreactivity. We further introduced a new
structural network property that characterizes the tran-
sient dynamics of networks towards synchronization,
which we call network syncreactivity. Several works have
linked the reactivity to the non-normality of the dynam-
ics’ Jacobian. It is known that systems characterized
by a non-normal Jacobian are prone to transient effects,
which may steer their long-term dynamics away from
an equilibrium point, even when this is asymptotically
stable34,65,66. For equilibrium points, transient stabil-
ity can be measured by the reactivity of the fixed point,
which is defined as the initial rate of growth of a pertur-
bation about the equilibrium point30,38. We have found
that the overall propensity of a network to synchronize
can be fully described in terms of two topological scalar
indices, synchronizability, and syncreactivity. An anal-
ysis of real complex networks from several domains has
shown that typically neural networks have better tran-
sient and asymptotic synchronization properties than so-
cial, metabolic, and file-sharing networks. This is con-
sistent with different evolutionary principles guiding the
formation of networks from different domains. We have
also identified the density of connections to be a net-
work topological property which well correlates with the
syncreactivity, while being distinct from previously in-
troduced topological correlates34,38.
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V. METHODS

A. Isolating the dynamics transverse to the synchronous
solution

In order to study the stability of the dynamics of
Eqs. (1) about the synchronous solution sss(t), we lin-
earized (1) about sss(t), thus obtaining,

δẋxxi(t) =DDDFFF (sss(t))δxxxi(t) + σ

N∑
j=1

LijHδxxxj(t), (12)

i = 1, ...N , where δxxxi(t) = xxxi(t)− sss(t) is a small pertur-
bation andDDDFFF (sss(t)) is the Jacobian evaluated about the
synchronous solution. Equation (12) is rewritten in the
compact form as

δẊXX(t) = [IN⊗DDDFFF (sss(t))+σL⊗H]δXXX = Z(t)δXXX(t), (13)

where the nN -dimensional vector δXXX⊤ =
[δxxx⊤

1 , δxxx
⊤
2 , ..., δxxx

⊤
N ], IN is the N -dimensional iden-

tity matrix, and ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product. The
first challenge, which does not arise in the study of
equilibrium points, is that of decoupling the synchronous
‘parallel’ motion from the ‘transverse’ motion.

The variational system (13) has a ‘parallel dynam-
ics’ along the direction spanned by the eigenvector

[
√
N

−1
,
√
N

−1
, ...,

√
N

−1
]⊤ corresponding to the only

zero eigenvalue λ1 = 0 and a ‘transverse dynamics’ in
the subspace orthogonal to this eigenvector. We are es-
pecially interested in characterizing the transverse dy-
namics. In order to isolate this transverse dynamics, we
construct an orthogonal matrix V having its first column

equal to the vector [
√
N

−1
,
√
N

−1
, . . . ,

√
N

−1
]⊤. This

can be done, for example, by using the Gram-Schmidt
method. Then, we consider the similarity transformation
L̃ = V ⊤LV . In the general case in which the matrix L is
not symmetric, the matrix L̃ has the following structure,

L̃ =


0 L̃1,2 L̃1,3 . . . L̃1,N

0 L̃2,2 L̃2,3 . . . L̃2,N

0
...

...
. . .

...

0 L̃N−1,2 L̃N−1,3 . . . L̃N−1,N

0 L̃N,2 L̃N,3 . . . L̃N,N

 ,

where we call the (N −1)-dimensional block in the right-
lower corner the reduced matrix L⊥. Alternatively, one
can retrieve L⊥ by first removing the first column of the
matrix V to obtain Ṽ and then

L⊥ = Ṽ ⊤LṼ . (14)

Note that by construction the matrix L⊥ has all negative
real-part eigenvalues. Applying the transformation Ṽ , we
can then write down the equation for the time evolutions
of the transverse motions corresponding to Eq.(13),

δ
˙̂
XXX(t) = [IN−1⊗DDDFFF (sss(t))+σL⊥⊗H]δX̂XX = Ẑ(sss(t))δX̂XX(t).

(15)

We define the transverse reactivity of the perturbations
about xxxs on the synchronous solution

r(xxxs) :=
1

2
e1

(
Ẑ⊤(xxxs) + Ẑ(xxxs)

)
=
1

2
e1

(
IN−1 ⊗ [DDDFFF (xxxs) +DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)]

+ σ(L⊥⊤
+ L⊥)⊗H

)
.

(16)

We remark that the transverse reactivity r(xxxs) deter-
mines the reactivity associated with Eq. (15) at a partic-
ular point xxxs on the synchronous solution. If r(xxxs) > 0
(r(xxxs) < 0), then the norm of transverse perturbations

∥δX̂XX∥ can (cannot) increase instantaneously.
We remark that through Eq. (3), the transverse reac-

tivity depends on the parameter p = σξ, where σ ≥ 0 is
the coupling strength and ξ is the algebraic connectivity.
Next, we present some properties of the algebraic con-

nectivity ξ and of the transverse reactivity r(xxxs):

(i) ξ ≥ λ̄2, i.e., the algebraic connectivity ξ is always
greater than or equal to the real part of the second
smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian, λ̄2.

(ii) For each point xxxs, the transverse reactivity r(xxxs)
(and so the reactive characterization of the attrac-
tor) is a continuous monotonically non-decreasing
function of the parameter p = σξ.

(iii) The transverse reactivity r(xxxs) is a continuous
function of the synchronous solution sss(t) if the Ja-
cobian DDDFFF is a continuous function of the syn-
chronous solution.

These properties are proved in the following sections
of the Methods. From Property (ii) it follows that the
transverse reactivity is a continuous monotonically non-
decreasing function of ξ for a fixed σ. For a fixed ξ > 0
(ξ < 0), the transverse reactivity is a continuous mono-
tonically non-decreasing (non-increasing) function of σ.
Based on Property (iii), we can divide the attractor A

into two distinct regions:

1. The reactive region R = {xxxs|r(xxxs) > 0, xxxs ∈ A},
and

2. The non-reactive region N = {xxxs|r(xxxs) ≤ 0, xxxs ∈
A},

where R
⋂

N = ∅, R
⋃
N = A.

We note that for a given choice of the function FFF , the
reactivity of these regions is a function of the coupling
strength σ, of the algebraic connectivity ξ, and the node-
to-node coupling matrix H. Thus, if any of the afore-
mentioned parameters change while the local dynamics
FFF is fixed, the reactive and non-reactive regions change
too. The ratio between the size of R and the size of A
defines the critical probability µ of observing an increase
in the norm of the transverse perturbation at the initial
time. For detailed information, see Methods Sec.VG.
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In what follows, we will simplify Eq. (16) to obtain
Eq. (3). We write down the eigenvalue equation for the

symmetric matrix SL⊥ = (L⊥ + L⊥⊤
)/2, SL⊥V = V Y ,

where the columns of the orthogonal matrix V are the
eigenvectors of the matrix SL⊥ and the matrix Y is di-
agonal with the elements on the main diagonal equal
to the eigenvalues of SL⊥ . We denote the reactivity of
L⊥, i.e., the largest eigenvalue of its symmetric part, by
ξ = e1 (SL⊥). Then, we can rewrite µ by pre-multiplying
and post-multiplying Eq. (16) by V ⊤ ⊗ I and V ⊗ I, re-
spectively, yielding,

r(xxxs) = e1(I ⊗ [DDDFFF (xxxs)+DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)]/2+σY ⊗H). (17)

Because the matrix Y is diagonal, then

r(xxxs) = max
i

{
e1([DDDFFF (xxxs) +DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)]/2 + σYiiH)

}
.

(18)
From Eq. (18), we also see that there are two distinct
effects on the overall transverse reactivity, a baseline
effect of the individual dynamics given by [DDDFFF (xxxs) +
DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)]/2 and an effect of the network topology given
by Yii. The baseline effect depends on the particular
choice of the function FFF so that different choices of oscil-
lators result in different baseline effects. In what follows
we are particularly interested in the role of the network
topology and so focus on the largest eigenvalue of SL⊥ .
By the assumption that H is positive semidefinite, appli-
cation of Weyl’s inequalities67 yields,

e1([DDDFFF (xxxs)+DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)]/2 + σYiiH)

≤ e1([DDDFFF (xxxs) +DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)]/2)

Also, under the generic assumption that the matrices
have simple spectra one can show that (see68 (Chapter
1.3.4))

de1([DDDFFF (xxxs) +DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)]/2 + σYiiH)

dYii
= πππ⊤σHπππ ≥ 0,

where πππ is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector (with entries
all of the same sign) of the symmetric matrix [DDDFFF (xxxs)+
DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)]/2 + σYiiH. We thus expect the maximum in
Eq. (18) to be always achieved for i = i∗ corresponding
to the reactivity of L⊥, i.e., ξ. Then, Eq. (16) for the
reactivity of the transverse motion is rewritten as

r(xxxs) = e1

(
DDDFFF (xxxs) +DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)

2
+ σξH

)
,

which is the same as Eq. (3).

B. Coupling when needed

We aim to find a time-varying coupling strength σ(t)
such that a) the average coupling strength is

1

T

∫ T

0

σ(t)dt = σ̄, (19)

where T is the total time, and b) the coupled dynamical
systems in Eq. (5) synchronize. We propose the follow-
ing simple strategy which we call ‘coupling when needed’
(CWN),

σ(t) =

{
σ1, r(x̄xx(t)) > β

σ2, r(x̄xx(t)) ≤ β
(20)

where x̄xx(t) = 1
N

∑N
i=1 xxxi(t) is the average solution at time

t, βmin < β < βmax is a tunable parameter, between
βmin = minxxxs∈A r(xxxs) and βmax = maxxxxs∈A r(xxxs), and

r(x̄xx(t)) = e1

(
DDDFFF (x̄xx(t)) +DDDFFF⊤(x̄xx(t))

2
+ σ̄ξH

)
. (21)

Here, ξ is the previously introduced algebraic connectiv-
ity of the Laplacian L. We proceed to find σ1 and σ2

such that σ1 ≥ σ̄ ≥ σ2 > 0 and Eq. (19) is satisfied.
Without loss of generality, we can set σ1 = σ̄/α and

σ2 = σ̄γ where 0 < α ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1. By enforcing
the constraint in Eq. (19), we get

1

T

∫ T

0

σ(t)dt ≈ 1

T

(
τT

σ̄

α
+ (1− τ)T σ̄γ

)
= σ̄.

Here, the parameter 0 < τ < 1 is the fraction of the times
when r(x̄xx(t)) > β and is implicitly a function of β. After
simplifications, we obtain 1/α = (1− γ(1− τ))/τ . Thus,
Eq. (20) is rewritten as

σ(t) =


σ̄
1− γ(1− τ)

τ
, r(x̄xx(t)) > β

σ̄γ, r(x̄xx(t)) ≤ β

(22)

where γ and β are tunable parameters such that 0 ≤ γ ≤
1 and βmin < β < βmax. If γ = 1, then σ(t) = σ̄, ∀t,
so the time-varying coupling strategy simplifies to the
constant coupling. If γ = 0 our strategy becomes on-
off, similar to the work of Refs.8,53–56. A comparison
between our work and these references is found in Sup-
plementary Note 5, which shows the superiority of our
CWN approach. A good approximation for τ may be
calculated beforehand using a long enough pre-recorded
synchronous solution sss(t), Eq. (2), as

τ =
1

2
+

1

2

〈
sign

(
r(sss(t))− β

)〉
t
.

As long as the initial conditions of the connected systems
are close to the synchronous solution, the above approx-
imation of τ is sufficiently close to the actual probability
that r(x̄xx(t)) > β.
We now focus on the other case of a transition from

synchrony to asynchrony (S → A transition), for which
the condition for stability of the synchronous solution
is that σ < σS→A (the latter is a function of λN ). We
consider that σ̄ is greater than the critical coupling σS→A

predicted by the MSF analysis. Hence, the system of our
interest in Eq. (5) will not synchronize if σ(t) = σ̄.
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To synchronize the system under a state-dependent
coupling strategy with an average value of σ̄, we use the
same coupling strategy in Eq. (20) but for this case, we
set 0 < σ1 ≤ σ̄ ≤ σ2. Without loss of generality, we
can take σ1 = σ̄α and σ2 = σ̄/γ where 0 < α ≤ 1 and
0 < γ ≤ 1 are tunable parameters. After enforcing the
constraint in Eq. (19), we obtain 1/γ = (1− τα)/(1− τ),
where τ is the fraction of the times when r(x̄xx(t)) > β, as
before. Therefore, our CWN strategy for the case of an
S → A transition is,

σ(t) =


σ̄α, r(x̄xx(t)) > β

σ̄
1− τα

1− τ
, r(x̄xx(t)) ≤ β

(23)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and βmin < β < βmax are tunable
parameters.

C. Example details

The local dynamics FFF and the coupling matrix H for
the case of Lorenz are

xxx =

xy
z

 , FFF (xxx) =

 10(y − x)
x(28− z)− y

xy − 2z

 , H =

0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

 ,

(24)
which results in an unbounded range of the coupling
strength for synchronization. For the case of the Rössler
oscillator, we set

xxx =

xy
z

 , FFF (xxx) =

 −y − x
x+ 0.2y

0.2 + (x− 9)z

 , H =

1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 ,

(25)
which results in a bounded range of the coupling strength
that produces synchronization. We randomly construct
a directed unweighted graph, with Laplacian

L =

−1 0 1 0
1 −2 1 0
0 1 −1 0
1 1 1 −3

 . (26)

D. Proof of Property (i)

Property (i) follows from the fact that the largest
eigenvalue of the symmetric part of a matrix is always
greater than or equal to the largest real part eigenvalue
of that matrix; therefore ξ ≥ λ̄2. The inequality is sat-
isfied with the equal sign, i.e., ξ = λ̄2, whenever the left
and the right eigenvectors of L⊥ are real and coincide.
The proof is complete.

E. Proof of Property (ii)

We fix a point on the synchronous solution, xxxs ∈
{sss(t)}. Then, for an assigned Jacobian DDDFFF (xxxs) and cou-
pling matrix H, we look at the effects of varying σξ on
the eigenvalues of the matrix

M =
DDDFFF (xxxs) +DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)

2
+ σξH.

As σξ changes continuously, the entries of the matrix
M vary continuously as well. It is well known that the
eigenvalues of a matrix vary continuously with the entries
of the matrix. Therefore, r(xxxs) varies continuously with
σξ. Also, under the generic assumption that the matrices
have simple spectra, one can show that (see68 (Chapter
1.3.4))

d(r(xxxs))

d(σξ)
=

de1(M)

d(σξ)
= πππ⊤Hπππ ≥ 0,

where πππ is the Perron-Frobenius eigenvector (with entries
all of the same sign) of the symmetric matrix M . Hence,
r(xxxs) is a continuous monotonically non-decreasing func-
tion of σξ. The proof is complete.

F. Proof of Property (iii)

Consider the matrix

M =
DDDFFF (xxxs) +DDDFFF⊤(xxxs)

2
+ σξH

for a point on the attractor, xxxs ∈ A. If we assume that
DDDFFF (xxxs) is a continuous function of xxxs, it follows the en-
tries of M are a continuous function of xxxs. Also, it is
known that the eigenvalues of a matrix are continuous
functions of the entries of that matrix. Thus, we conclude
the transverse reactivity r(xxxs) = e1(M) is a continuous
function of xxxs. The proof is complete.

G. Worst-case probability

Here we define the ‘worst-case’ probability of observing
an increase in the norm of the transverse perturbation at
initial times by randomly selecting a point xxxs from the
attractor:

µ :=
1

2
+

1

2

〈
sign

(
r(xxxs)

)〉
A
. (27)

Here, sign(·) is the sign function and < · >A indicates an
average over the attractor A. The quantity 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1
measures the fraction of the points on the attractor that
result in r(xxxs) > 0 for some values of σ and ξ. The
term ‘worst-case’ refers to the worst possible choice of

the initial condition δX̂XX(0) for Eq. (15), which is a scalar
multiple of the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
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eigenvalue of the matrix (Ẑ(xxxs) + Ẑ(xxxs)
⊤)/2. However,

if δX̂XX(0) is chosen randomly, the initial condition will
have a nonzero component along this eigenvector with
probability one. Hence, by defining µ as above, we now

can provide a probability that an increase in ∥δX̂XX(t)∥ will
be typically seen at the initial time.

Proposition 1. The worst-case probability µ is a mono-
tonically non-decreasing function of p.

Proof. Since µ is a non-decreasing continuous function of
r(xxxs) and r(xxxs) is a non-decreasing continuous function
of p = σξ, we conclude µ is a non-decreasing continuous
function of p. The proof is complete.
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